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EXAMINATION DATE: 7th July 2021 

 

 

 

No Attempting Examination:  68 

 

No Passing Examination:   42 

 

% Pass Rate: 61.76%             

  

Average Mark  48.84               

 

48.84  23.51 26.03 24.77 

42  46 19 26 

26  22 9 14 

61.76%  67.65% 67.86% 65.00% 

 

 

A. General Comments 

 

• It was pleasing to see the number of candidates returning to pre-COVID 19 levels.   

Without a fully functioning DGSA, undertakings required to appoint one could otherwise 

be in difficulty to dispatch or carry dangerous goods. 

 

• Congratulations to the one candidate who achieved 100% including on the first case study 

showing it can be done.    Another candidate also achieved 100% on the first case study 

but sadly fell just short of a perfect result on his/her second chosen case study.   Three 

others scored 90% or more. 

 

• Candidates had a compulsory case study to attempt focused on one of the self-reactive 

substances of Class 4.1 requiring temperature control during carriage.   The average mark 

attained by the 68 candidates for this case study was 23.51. 

 

• The second and third case studies were based on the transport of a sulphuric acid solution 

in tanks and the transport of a Class 6.1 substance in packages.   The average marks attained 

were 26.03 and 24.77 respectively. 
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• It is worth noting that the pass rate for the compulsory case study and the tanker case study 

were very close at 67.65% and 67.86% respectively whilst the pass rate for the third, 

packaged goods case study was around 2.5% lower at 65.00%. 

 

• With respect to the second and third case studies, 41% of candidates chose the tanker case 

study with the remainder taking the third, packaged goods case study. 

 

I would encourage trainer to make sure candidates understand the function of the Transport 

Categories (TC) assigned to dangerous goods in the Dangerous Goods List, Table A and their 

impact on the small load derogations in 1.1.3.6 of ADR.  A huge number of candidates seemed 

to be unfamiliar with then so as to be able to recognise a question based on the TCs. 

 

Candidates should note that the requirement to add a technical name in brackets to many Proper 

Shipping Names is not restricted to just those with “N.O.S” in the Proper Shipping Name and not 

to neglect the imposition of SP274 on many more of the entries in the Dangerous Goods List, 

Table A than these.   On the other hand, there are some N.O.S. proper shipping names with 

N.O.S. in the name where SP 274 does not apply e.g. UN 1268.    Trainers, please note. 

 

As is normal, I will just comment on the main strengths and weaknesses shown by candidates in 

these three case studies, being an even more relevant thought this time given the comparatively 

small cohort of candidates. 

 

 

B. Comments on Individual Questions 

Please make comments as appropriate for each question. 

 

Case Study 1 
 

Roundly 55% of the marks for this case study were directly related to the carriage of the self-

reactive substances.   I would consider the remainder to be typical of the questions we ask in case 

studies if with a self-reactive slant to them. 

 

The opening question relied on candidates knowing that there is a somewhat unique system for 

determining the packaging and packaging limits for the self-reactive and organic peroxide 

substances where an OP packing code has to be used to guide one to Packing Instruction P520m 

these being derived from tables in 2.2.41 and 2.2.52, in this case OP7.    Those who knew or 

discovered this seemed to find this first part quite easy.   22% of candidates either chose some 

other route than that based on OP7 or could not attempt this first part few missed out either the UN 

number or the No. 4.1 label from their answers 

 

The first part of the second question was a routine question on the marks and labels to be affixed 

to the packages, similar to many another question we use.   The second part was a little more 

unusual.   Some self-reactive substances (and organic peroxides) require an explosive subsidiary 

risk label.   The question was whether this is such a substance.    To do this candidates had to return 

to the table for the self-reactives table in 2.2.41 to discover whether remark (2) applied to this 

substance in the outer column.    It did not so that this was not a requirement.   28% of candidates 

could not attempt this question even though the broadest of hints as to where to look for the answer 

was given in the question itself!   A further 12% of candidates said the requirement for an explosive 
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label did apply with weak or no justification.      A few missed either the UN number or the No. 

4.1 label from their answers. 

 

The third question was what I would consider to be a routine question based on the Transport 

Categories and the small load exemptions in 1.1.3.6.    In the case of the substance in the question 

this was TC1 which gives a 20kg exemption before orange plates are needed.    The quantity in the 

question was higher than this so the plates were needed.    Many candidates failed to understand 

the thrust of this question for which a generous 5 marks were available.   Some tried the route of 

saying there were no EQ or LQ allowances so the plates were needed (7%) but a remarkable 63% 

of candidates missed the point of the question or could not even attempt it. 

 

For once in the fourth question I actually wanted a list of the items to be included in a transport 

document for this substance.   8 were called for in the question.    It required candidates to pay 

attention to detail as ever with the ADR.    One usual item, a Packing Group was not required as 

there are no packing groups assigned to the self-reactives.    On the other hand the Proper Shipping 

Name for the substance in the question has SP274 assigned to it although not an N.O.S. proper 

shipping name meaning that a technical name in brackets had to be added.   This should have been 

stated in their answers to justify the addition of the technical name.   No less than 50% of candidates 

made no reference to this in their answers.    A further 28% said a Packing Group was required 

when, as I say, there isn’t one for the substance in the question. 

 

The fifth part concerned the maximum load of the substance permitted to be carried on a vehicle.   

It required candidates to discover that Special Provision for Loading, Unloading and Handling 

CV15 applied to the substance in the question.    This in turn led to the table at 7.5.5.3 in ADR 

which imposes a 20000 kg limit, well above the size of the consignment.   42.5% of candidates 

missed the thrust of the question and could not score.   A further 14.7% of candidates chose CV22 

which had a certain amount of logic to it but it only serves to require some segregation of parcels 

of 5000 kg on the vehicle but is not the overall limitation we were looking for.   A further 13% of 

candidates could not even attempt the question meaning all in all the question was badly answered 

if at all by most candidates. 

 

The final part of the case study was back to self-reactives specific requirements, to wit, Special 

Provision for Carriage V8 in Chapter 7.1.    Most candidates gave a suitable option from those 

available easily enough on measures that could be taken to avoid the control temperature of the 

substance being exceeded, some also resorting to the measures outlined in Chapter 9.6.    However, 

it was the second part that was badly handled by candidates.    Candidates were expected to say 

that because the control temperature was >+25oC (actually + 35oC) an audible alarm for high 

temperature was not required as explained in 7.1.7.4.2.   38% of candidates said yes, an audible 

alarm was needed.    A further 14.5% could not attempt the question whilst a few more attempted 

an answer from somewhere else in the ADR. 

 

Case Study 2 

    

This case stud was centred on the transport of a 60% solution of sulphuric acid in tanks. 

 

In the third part, candidates were asked whether, given the client’s wishes, it would be better to 

use an ADR fixed tank (road tanker) governed by Chapters 4.3 and 6.8 of ADR or a UN portable 

tank governed by Chapters 4.2 and 6.7 of the ADR insofar as the client wished to use a bottom 
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discharge tank of some kind or other.    The choice, to meet this aspiration had to be an ADR fixed 

tank as the portable tank T-code for the substance, a T8 requires the use of top discharge tanks 

whereas the ADR tank code allows the use of bottom discharge tanks.    Many who took this case 

study saw the thrust of the question and said the ADR fixed tank was to be preferred in this 

situation.   However, for a full answer I wanted candidates to say why the T8 portable tank should 

not be offered.   52.5% of candidates who took this case study failed to give this fullest of answers 

as to why the T8 should not be used. 

 

In another subpart question, candidates were asked to say which of the alternative formulae for 

determining the maximum degree of filling.    The answer had to come from Chapter 4.3, of course, 

for a fixed tank.   A few candidates who took this case study used one of the formulae in Chapter 

4.2 for portable tanks which, of course, was incorrect in this case.    One person mistook the 

question as being about the minimum degree of filling (80% etc.) which was not what was wanted.   

A few others chose the formula with 100% on the top line which was inappropriate for a corrosive 

substance and 26% of candidates who took this case study could not attempt it or gave some other 

answer e.g. based on the calculation pressure of the tanker.   The correct answer was from Chapter 

4.3, the formula with 98 on the top line as this was fitted with a pressure relief valve. 

 

Candidates were asked for the interval between periodic tests for the fixed tank which for these 

tankers is six years.    Various alternatives were proffered including 2.5 years, 3 years, 4 years and 

5 years. 

 

There was a six mark question on the required marking plates and placards required to be displayed 

on the fixed tank (road tanker).   Here I am insistent that candidates are quite clear in their 

understanding that if they opted for having the HIN number and the UN number on the orange 

plates on the front and rear of the road tanker i.e. dispensing with any need for such plates on each 

side, that they understand this is a derogation from the standard requirements for orange plates on 

tank vehicles when only one dangerous good is being carried.   If candidates gave this alternative 

answer, I needed them to show they understood this method is an exemption and to quote the 

reference 5.3.2.1.6 in support of their answer.   21% of candidates did not provide this reference 

for the marking plate option they chose to base their answer on.     

 

Full details of what should be inscribed on the orange plates and on which ones was called for.   

37% of candidates who took this case study failed to tell me about the HIN number, the UN number 

or both to be displayed on one pair of the orange plates. 

 

Candidates were also asked to say what placard(s) were required and where on the fixed tank      

5.5% of candidates did not specifically say it was a No. 8 corrosive placard that was required or 

gave the wrong placard number. 

 

Turning to documentation, most candidates were able to say what the entry for the dangerous goods 

should be on the transport document though a few gave just an unwanted list of the items.   I 

wanted candidates to show the details exactly as they should appear on the document.   More 

significantly candidates were asked to say what could be done with the original transport document 

so that it could be used for a return, empty movement.    This part was badly answered.   It required 

candidates to say that the quantity should be effaced and the words “EMPTY, UNCLEANED 

RETURN” substituted as per 5.4.1.1.6.2.3.     No less than 73.5% of the candidates who took this 

case study did not say this, preferring one of the other alternative methods set out in Chapter 5.4.   
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(Perhaps they should have looked at the top of the next page?) 

 

There was an LQ question tucked into this case study on the pretext that a sample needed to be 

forwarded to the consignee.   Candidates should have used the data in the question to prove this 

was an LQ package which many did not.   More significantly and repeating the patter from Paper 

1, no less than 89% of candidates who took this case study failed to tell me that the boxes must 

weigh less than 30 kg.    Many also forgot that the double-arrow orientation marks were required. 

 

In the second sub-part of the final question in this case study, candidates were asked a question 

about the domestic regulations i.e. what fixed penalty can be imposed and on whom if the vehicle 

had insufficient fire extinguishers.   I wanted candidates to say that this was fixed penalty 

infringement No. 16, that euros 250 was payable and, particularly, that it was the carrier upon 

whom the penalty is imposed.    I got a variety of offence numbers, a variety of euros payable but 

above all 37% of candidates who took this case study either did not tell me it was the carrier who 

is held at fault or perhaps said another had to carry the can. 

 

Case Study 3 

 

The second part of this case study was about LQ.    Candidates had to show why this was an LQ 

consignment (UN 1805) from the data in the question especially by saying the gross mass of the 

boxes was below 30 kg    40% of candidates who took this case study failed to display this 

knowledge – as I say a constant theme in both Paper 1 and Paper 2.    Incidentally, as a solid, the 

double-arrow orientation marks were not required though a few thought these marks necessary. 

 

There was a three part question on the transport document requirements of ADR as applied to the 

substance and circumstances in the question.    Most were able to do the first part well enough 0 

though don’t forget that tunnel codes should be written in brackets. 

 

More importantly not all candidates were able to handle the second part of the question concerning 

the languages in which the document should be written.   In the situation posed in the question 

these should have been Danish and one other of the three official languages of the ADR, English, 

French or German.    It sometimes astonishes users of the ADR that if a consignment is going 

through or being transhipped in Germany and never going anywhere near France, writing it in 

French has to be accepted by Germany in these circumstances – it’s all to do with the three official 

languages of the ADR treaty.   It may surprise candidates to know that the books called ADR they 

used in the exams are not the ADR itself, merely an officially accepted copy of the treaty.   The 

actual ADR treaty with all is signatory States is held in the treaties section of the United Nations 

in New York in these three languages of which the French takes precedence.    22.5% of candidates 

who took this case study failed to tell me specifically that it must be written in Danish. 

 

A substantive question was included in this case study about where drivers may leave their vehicles 

unattended.   It required candidates firstly to identify that the requirements of Chapter 8.4 are 

triggered if Special Provision for Carriage – Operations S19 applied to the substance in the 

question which triggers the requirements of Chapter 8.4 if the consignment exceeds 5000 kg.    

Candidates were expected to identify S19 as being relevant and to say at 7200 kg the threshold for 

applying Chapter 8.4 was met.    No less than 52.5% of candidates failed to say this despite a hint 

in the question that they should say something like this.   I can do no more! 
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Many then went on to regurgitate the options at (a), (b) and (c) from Chapter 8.4 though why then 

repeated (a) I do not know (and a waste of precious exam time) as it was ruled out in the question. 

 

Another part of the case study concerned whether the vehicle could pass through a (D) restricted 

tunnel.   Many candidates got mixed up as the tunnel code for the substance is (D/E).  Where two 

codes are given the first applies to tank vehicles and the second to packaged goods meaning as this 

was a packaged goods load the vehicle was allowed to pass through the tunnel in question.   30% 

of candidates who took this case study said the driver could not take the vehicle through the tunnel 

which was wrong. 

 

One of the parts of this case study, in two subparts concerned the miscellaneous equipment to be 

carried on board.    Most determined that the crew should be provided with an escape mask as the 

main consignment had a No. 6.1 toxic label on the drums.   In the second part, this was not always 

the case.   Candidates were asked to say what vehicle crew items of safety equipment and PPE.    

The words vehicle crew were put in italics to emphasise that I was looking for an answer 

comprising any of the warning vest, portable lighting apparatus, protective gloves and eye 

protection.   15% of candidates who took this case study gave an answer from the items such as 

wheel chocks etc. whilst a few more gave their answer from the items needed for environmental 

protection in case of spillage, neither of what were wanted in an answer to this question. 

 

In the final part, candidates were asked what should be done in the case of a spillage of the solid 

toxic substance making up the major part of the load.   I wanted candidates to say that CV13 

applied to the substance which, in turn, leads the reader to 7.5.11 of ADR.    Many (30% of the 

candidates who took this case study) gave an answer based on 7.5.8.1 which though good practice, 

was not the required answer.   A few resorted to the provisions of Chapter 1.4 which though may 

be offering some good practical advice was not what was needed. 

 

 

C. Comments on Candidates' Performance (include identification of any gaps in 

knowledge\areas of weakness) 

 

Any comments appear above. 

 

D. Comments on the Marking Process 

 

None. 

 

 

 

SIGNATURE: ....................................................................……….  DATE: 06.08.2021 
Paper2 report/dgsa 


